Four Sexual Power Words In Action

By: Mike Wynn
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I have guys ask me all the time, “How do I make the conversation more sexual?”

After studying my conversations and a lot of my text messages, I discovered that there were certain words that I used when I wanted to get sexual.

**These words were...**

- Massage
- Movie
- Cuddle
- Adventure
- (And Sometimes) Bubble Bath

By using these words I was able to lead the conversation exactly where I wanted it to go. They would allow me to bring up sexual topics while at the same time, “flying under the radar.”

It would be a smooth transition in conversation, this way she wouldn't get, “freaked” out or think that I was coming on too strong.
I found that these words work so well that I am even able to get women sexual on skype, in a matter of only a few minutes.

The rated “R” pictures are inside my *Tinder Texting Secrets* Product, but you get the idea.

Below are some examples of these four power words in action. Enjoy.
Starting off with normal conversation.

Started with an introduction and also I've thrown in a "high value" statement by saying that I salsa dance. This shows that I an involved in cool activities.
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Notice the use of the power word, “Massage.”

I frame it as though I am an expert at massage. I'm really not, I just say that I am. You can do the same thing – say that you have a hidden talent for massaging.
and then just touch her in a way that you think will feel good.

Power word used, “Cuddle.”

Sometimes you will be able to test how sexual a girl is right now, by introducing these power words.
If she had said something like, “I love to cuddle but I am alone.” Then I would have said something like, “Cuddling is much better with two people for sure, to bad I only have a couple hours free tonight.”

Then she might have said something like, “two hours is plenty of time.”

From here I of course would have asked where she lived and figured out the rest of the detail. But it all starts from introducing these words and then seeing how she responds to them.
In the above picture I again use Massage and Cuddling. She says that she is depressed because we are far away and we won't be able to meet up tonight.

In the last text I say, “If we were cuddling what type of...” The completion of that sentence is...what type of movie would you pick out?

So in this example I have used three of the power words. I have planted in her mind the idea of us cuddling on the couch watching a movie.

When I ask her what type of movie she would pick out...when she answers I would say something like, “Aw to bad I have to get up early or I would come over.” *This flirting technique is called push/pull. It is more advanced and I will discuss in more detail at a later time.*

She will probably answer something like, “Well I will pick a short movie.” Then in this case I would say, “Okay I'll come over for a little while.”

And just like that, We've chatted for a little bit, and now I would be going over her place. It's easier than you'd think.
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Okay, let's look at one more example.

Ha fish class....what is that? It just means that you're going to have to take a bubble bath
Wed 10:15pm

Ya maybe I should have gone with better words like..I smell like ocean rather than stink.. my bad!! Oh yes..waiting for my chef whites to come out of the drier so that I can go bubble bath
Wed 10:19pm

Light some candles, dim the lights and relax while washing off the ocean smell. All you need now is a massage
Wed 10:22pm
Here you see again in the above image – I am combining bubble bath and massage (the power words work great in combination with each other).

The reason that I mention taking a bubble bath with candles, is because it puts her mind in a sexual place. If I am asking her where she went to school and what her favorite color is – we would never get sexual.

And women LOVE being sexual. They just need you to lead them there.

Start using some of these sexual power words in your conversations.
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As promised, the “Rated R” pictures AND 50 more real life text massages are inside...

Tinder Texting Secrets

50 real text messages that turn women on ===> 

Also connect with me on facebook and let me know how these words are working out for you.

Are you getting the same results as me?

Mike Wynn
ArtofAlpha.com
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